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Strategy

Execution

This communications strategy
will depict the communication
and marketing objectives of
the HDA from January - June
2019. The strategy is a plan to
inform the best way to
promote the HDA, up
fundraising and help all
affected by Huntington's
disease in England and Wales.

An array of tools and
methods will be used to
carry out the strategy
including social media
marketing, content creation,
email marketing, offline
materials and website
maintenance. A benchmark
will be set to monitor the
progress of each endeavour.

Outcome
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The communications strategy
targets people with educational
materials and messages in the
hope that we can connect and
make a difference in someone’s
life. In carrying out this strategy,
we aim to expand the HDA's
client base, aid in fundraising
and heighten the HDA's status
online.
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Objectives
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Comms strategy

HDA
Create a better life for anyone affected by
Huntington's.
To enable everyone affected by Huntington's
disease to live life to their full potential by:
Improving care and support
Generating a better knowledge and
understanding of Huntington's and the
HDA
Creating a greater opportunity for peer
support and community involvement
Championing the needs of the
Huntington's community and
influencing decision makers
Supporting Huntington's research

Create informative, interesting and
shareable content
Share the stories of all affected by
Huntington's in the hope it will aid others
in a similar situation
Raise money for the HDA and associated
projects via online promotion
Gather a larger following on social media
and create a supportive and educational
online community
Reach people affected by Huntington's
who otherwise might not realise we are
here
Raise awareness around Huntington's
research

Message
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Through this strategy, we will portray to the general public, stakeholders and everyone
affected by Huntington's that we are tenacious, experienced, compassionate and
inclusive.
Our work will show that we are committed to the vision of a better life for everyone
affected by Huntington's disease. The communications activities and projects used will
draw us closer to raising awareness, funds, education and quality of care for those
affected by Huntington's.

Audience
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Target audiences

24 yo with
JHD
52 yo with
adult onset
HD

General
public

56 yo with
advanced HD

8 yo
with JHD

32 yo
deciding on
testing

Parent of
child
with JHD
18 yo in the
process of
getting
tested

Partner of
someone
with HD

Funder

Medical
professional/
care workers

Audience
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The previous page gives a thorough but non-exhaustive example of HDA target audiences. As you can
see the demographic is extremely diverse and all have different priorities, beliefs, living situations,
locations, relationships and lives. All this being said, the communications strategy must reflect this
diversity by targeting a wide audience with the aim of being inclusive, communicative and
compassionate. Below you will see six in-depth audience personas depicting the typical
demographic this strategy will be targeting.

"It is important to understand that a marketing persona does not reflect
a single person. It is a hypothetical representation of the behaviour and
motivations of a group of similar people" - The Guardian

Audience
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Audience Personas
At Risk

Symptomatic

Name | Cassie
Age | 27
Ethnicity | Mixed race white
and black Caribbean
Siblings | Two
Relationships | Recent partner. No children
Location | South London
Education | Bachelors degree
Job status | Full-time office job
Social interests | Music, yoga, fashion,
Instagram and travel.
Information sources | I phone and Mac
laptop (tech savvy)

Name | John
Age | 48
Ethnicity | Caucasian
Siblings | None
Relationships | Divorced. Three children
Location | Sheffield
Education | A-levels
Job status | Labourer
Social interests | Pub, dog walking, taking
children on day trips and model planes.
Information sources | Local newspaper,
radio, TV and I-Pad (uses to online shop)

"I am worried that I might have HD. My Mum
passed away from it last year, we didn't know
the disease was in our family due to my Mum
emigrating to the UK after her parents died
when she was five. My eldest brother was her
carer, he has been tested for the gene and is
clear. Does that make mine and my sister's
chances higher? Should I get tested too? What
will happen to my job if I get HD? Will I be able
to have my own children?"

"I think my Dad always knew he had the gene, he
just never told me or my Mum. It wasn't until he
started to get irrationally violent that we knew
something was wrong. Mum called his estranged
brother and we found out that two of his siblings
had the disease too. Anyway, I never got tested but
I'm symptomatic. I don't know where to turn, my
ex-wife has a new life, my children are too young to
understand. I work with my hands, how am I going
to earn money once my body starts falling apart?"

JHD

Name | Arjun
Age | 8
Ethnicity | Indian
Siblings | Four
Relationships | N/A
Location | Birmingham
Education | Primary school
Job status | In education
Social interests | Watching movies,
football and cooking with his mother.
Information sources | School, family, TV
and I-Pad (restricted access on internet,
but is tech savvy)
"None of my siblings are making funny movements
and noises. Everyone in my class thinks I'm weird. I
kind of understand what is wrong with me but my
parents don't speak good English, they get
confused and so do I. My brother told me that
when we lived in India my grandad had what I
have. I wish someone could explain properly to my
Mum and Dad what is happening to me. The nice
social worker who comes round said I might have
to stop going to school soon. Why?

Audience
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Audience Personas

Young people
Name | Beth
Age | 15
Ethnicity | Mixed race white
and Chinese.
Siblings | One
Relationships | Single. No children
Location | Kent
Education | High school
Job status | In education
Social interests | Hockey, swimming, reading,
blogging and eating out.
Information sources | School, family, TV,
magazines, smartphone, computer (prominent
on social media)
"My brother and I were conceived via PGD due to
my Dad's HD. He has started showing symptoms
but Mum is on it. Forcing him to physio and
improving his diet. I'm feeling positive about Dad
but I am concerned about Mum. She's worried
about money now Dad cant work and his mood
swings are hard to handle. I'm constantly online
looking for research studies to see if we can help
Dad. He is considering taking part in a trial!"

Family Carers

Professionals

Name | Frank
Age | 63
Ethnicity | African
Siblings | None
Relationships | Married. No children
Location | Manchester
Education | Masters degree
Job status | Full-time Engineer
Social interests | Cars, hiking, cooking,
holidays and chess club.
Information sources | Newspaper,
smartphone, TV and radio.

Name | Alison
Age | 31
Ethnicity | Caucasian
Siblings | One
Relationships | Married. One child.
Location | London
Education | Bachelors degree
Job status | Carer
Social interests | Animals, interior design,
horror movies and spending time with friends
Information sources | I-Phone, computer,
radio, TV, medical resources/systems (tech
savvy)

"I've always known my wife has HD, that's why we
didn't have children. She started showing
symptoms about two years ago and has gone
downhill very fast. I've had to quit my job and
chess club. I miss them a lot, I feel like I never leave
the house. I don't think I can handle it anymore,
the doctor gave me some antidepressants but my
wife's constant abuse hurts, she's not the woman I
fell in love with. Can someone please help?"

"I had heard of Huntington's when Mrs Bloom
came in but wasn't exactly sure what the disease
entailed. I'd never worked with an HD patient
before. Once learning about the disease I wanted
to do everything I could to help Mrs Bloom. I've
been contacting specialist doctors and research
scientists to learn what kind of care she needs. It
would be great if someone could visit the care
home and give a course on HD care!"

Methods
Content

Social Media

Email
Marketing
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Case
studies
News
articles
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Content

Research
articles
PDF

Infographics
Photography Quiz/polls
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s

Video

Newsletters
/magazines

Publish/
mentions*

Website
* View in glossary

Methods

Photography
Replying to
messages

A recommendation
of the distribution of
content types over
social channels
based on the
popularity of
content type per
social channel in
2017. Also, other
methods of
communicating via
social are
highlighted.

Video
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Infographics
Instagram

Commenting

Community
Events

Engagement

Social Media
Liking

Infographics

Re-share

Video

Video
Twitter

Facebook
linkedIn?

Infographics

GIFs

Written
content

Quiz/polls

Methods
Promotions
Infographics
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Newsletters/
magazines Interviews

Research
articles

Photography

PDFs

SEO

Case
studies
Email marketing

Website

Publish/mentions

News
articles

Blogs

News
updates

Call to action Exposure

Photographs

Events
Infographics

Newsletter/
magazine

Social strategy

Total population
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66.02 million

UK Network statistics - 2018

Active Twitter users
18.6 million

Active social media users

Internet users

44 million

63.06 million

Daily time spent using
media

Avg TV viewing (broadcast,
streaming, on demand)
3 h 37 m

Active Facebook users
35 million

Active LinkedIn users
25 million

Active Instagram users
21 million

Avg internet use on any
device
5 h 51 m

Avg social use on any
device
1 h 54 m

Social strategy
Analysis of existing social media
December 2018

Total page likes - 12,842
Post likes - 247

Total website sessions* - 12,037
Total social sessions - 1,223
Facebook sessions - 1,109

13
Followers - 12,502

Popular post types - Video, links, photo
Popular post times - 9.00 am - 10.00 pm
Peak post time - 8.00 pm (6,450 users)

Female fans - 76%
Male fans - 23%
Common age - 25 - 54
Top 5 countries - UK, USA, AU, CA & IE
Top 5 cities - London, Sheffield, Leeds,
Liverpool & Manchester

* View in glossary

Social strategy
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Analysis of existing social media
December 2018

Tweet likes - 98
Retweets - 67
Replies - 3
Tweets - 32
Impressions* - 52,500
Link clicks - 134

Followers - 3,071

Popular post types - Links, photo
Popular post days - Mon, Tues, Sun

Female fans - 59%
Male fans - 41%
Interests - Dogs, music festivals, weather,
science news & technology
Top 5 countries - UK, USA, CA, ES & AU

Total website sessions - 12,037
Total social sessions - 1,223
Twitter sessions - 97
* View in glossary

Social strategy
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Analysis of existing social media
December 2018

Total website sessions - 12,037
Total social sessions - 1,223
Instagram sessions - 12

Popular post times - 12.00 pm - 9.00 pm
Peak post time - 9.00 pm (95 users)
Posts - 17
Impressions - 1,007
Profile visits - 51

Followers - 290

Post likes - 304

Female fans - 75%
Male fans - 25%
Common age - 25 - 54
Top 5 countries - UK, USA, AU, CA & DE
Top 5 cities - London, Liverpool, Manchester,
Nottingham & Plymouth

Social strategy
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Analysis of existing social media - Content analysis

1 - Together for Children -Video - Reach 80.3k
2 - Rare Disease day - Infographic - Reach 63.2k
3 - Shine a light on HD symptoms - Infographic - Reach 57.9k
4 - 3 things you need to know about HD - Link - Reach 42.1.k
5- Light candle for HD awareness week - Link - Reach 39.6k

1 - Christmas message - Image - Likes 27
2 - Supporting SHDAs - Image - Likes 25
3 - Fear of HD in the family - Image - Likes 24
4 - HD News: Diet & exercise - Image/external link - Likes 23
5 - Living with HD: Clare's story - Image - Likes 20

1 - Mark Newnham on getting tested - External link - Impressions 5,715
2 - Discovering HD in the family - Link - Impressions 4,739
3 - HD in the family: Jeremy's story - Link - Impressions 4,266
4 - Fundraising inspiration - Link - Impressions 2,811
5 - HD Buzz podcast - External link/podcast - Impressions 2,117

Social strategy
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Competitor analysis - December 2018

*

*

* View in glossary

Social strategy
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A lot can be learnt from analysing the HDA social channels. As expected Facebook is by far the most popular
channel with Twitter and Instagram lagging behind. Surprisingly, it seems that LinkedIn is a more popular
social channel in the UK than Twitter, this should be used to our benefit. Female users heavily outweigh male
with 25-54 being the most popular age group. Australians spend quite a lot of time on the HDA's social
channels as do people from the USA. This shows that we have a global audience, although the UK is our
main concern. Imagery is an extremely popular content type on social with topics such as real-life stories,
events and helpful tips on handling Huntington's being the most viewed content. The competitor analysis
shows that the HDA falls behind in regards to social followers, however, Huntington's is a rare disease with a
small audience, so this is nothing to worry about. The competitor analysis also shows that the HDA is missing
a YouTube channel, something all other competitors have. I understand there have been issues with the
HDA YouTube channel in the past. This will be assessed and hopefully rectified.

Monthly focus
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January

February

March

Fundraising and
donations

Inbetweeners and
family carers

Young
people/teens

May

June

Huntington's
awareness month
and carers

Juvenile
Huntington's
disease

April
Professionals and
research
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Benchmark statistics

Instagram Followers - 304

2018
Facebook Followers - 12,518
Likes - 12,861
Source/medium Google - 72,017
Direct - 20,201
NHS - 5,855
Bing - 5,837
Facebook - 1,054

Users - 116,197

Website

Social

Sessions - 163,552

Bounce rate* - 58.18%
Page views - 435,617

Twitter Followers - 3,071
Likes - 3,674

Pages/session* - 2.66
Avg.session duration - 2.19

* View in glossary

Conclusion
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The completion of this communications strategy has thrown up several focal points/objectives that will help improve the HDA's
marketing and communications initiatives and overall charity objectives, these include:
Audience - Audience personas have enabled us to hone in on the type of person we are targeting, however, this is an extremely diverse
audience so special care will be taken to target all varieties of people and ages. Online and traditional marketing will be used to
accomplish this.
Social - Over the next six months, social channels will be populated with interesting and highly shareable content with the aim to up the
HDA's social audience. The social analysis has shown that more effort should be put into LinkedIn and the competitor analysis has raised
questions around creating an HDA YouTube channel.
Content - The content analysis has shown that the most popular type of content is imagery and article links. The most popular topics
being useful articles on how to handle HD and personal stories.
Communications - New types of content will be used and assessed to see if the HD community responds. Special care will be taken to
create relationships with the HD community and other HD bodies. The website will be improved and made more user-friendly while
events will be highly publicised. There will be a focus on creating a photo and video bank for the HDA's continual use.
Website - Several changes and improvements have been scheduled in with D2 Digital, thereafter a website analysis will be carried out to
hone in on any other changes or improvements that should be implemented.
The information above will be used to inform the HDA's communications techniques and strategies in order to best promote the
charities' objectives. The content schedule has been devised based on the social, website and audience analysis' to hone in on areas for
improvement and to identify communications techniques that have worked well in the past.

Glossary
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Publish/mentions - Articles written by the HDA that have been published/mentions of the HDA in external
publications or media.
Paid advertising - Online advertising on social media and/or Google.
SSL - Secure Sockets Layer - A secure encryption implemented on a website to show the site is both genuine
and safe to share personal information/card details.
Impressions - The number of times a user sees your website, social post, social channel, paid advertising etc,
with or without interacting.
Bounce rate - The percentage of visitors to your website who navigate away from the site after viewing only
one page.
Sessions - The number of times one user has used your website.
Pages/session - The number of pages viewed in one session, one session is equal to 30 minutes of use.

